
MODEL AR-20K 
AUXILIARY LOCK

TRUCK-LOCK® SERIES 
VEHICLE RESTRAINTS

TRUCK-LOCK® SERIES HYDRAULIC 
VEHICLE RESTRAINTS
A low profile non-impact design that provides 

safety, ease of use and reliability at the 

loading dock. All models include a 

5-Year structural warranty. 

PUSH BUTTON CONTROL  
On automatic models the 
control panel includes a power 
unit and control system in a 
NEMA 12 enclosure. Completely 
self-contained hydraulic pump 
and motor in control panel.

DOCK COMMUNICATION  
Safety equipment includes flashing red or 
green inside and outside LED lights, operator 
instructions and outside mounted sign with 
forward and reverse lettering for truck driver.

IMPROVES DOCK SAFETY WITH A 
32,000 LB. RESTRAINING FORCE 

TRUCK-LOCK® vehicle restraints are designed to 

improve dock safety by securing the truck to the 

loading dock when loading or unloading. 

The TRUCK-LOCK® series hydraulic restraints are 

automatically activated with a simple push button 

control and can secure a truck with a 32,000 pound 

restraining force with a mounting force in excess of 

100,000 pounds.

The HYDRA-FLOAT™ barrier automatically adjusts to 

various truck heights and maintains position during 

loading and unloading. The restraints low profile 

housing stores at only 9” high and raises to 30” to 

engage the rear impact guard. Comes equipped with 

inside and outside  communication lights and signs.

TRUCK-LOCK® SERIES 
MECHANICAL 
VEHICLE RESTRAINT  
The MTL Series are an 
affordable manually 
operated unit 
designed to 
secure the truck  
at the loading dock.
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FALL-STOP™ SERIES  
The FALL-STOP™ Series 
of electric and manual 
barrier gates provide 
added safety by 
preventing fall off at the 
loading dock. The lowered 
gate prevents forklift 
trucks from passing 
through an opening 
where a dangerous drop 
may occur.



MODEL AR-20K 
AUXILIARY LOCK

The patented NO-PINCH™ 
auxiliary lock secures trailers with 
rear impact guard obstructions.

SUPERIOR STRENGTH DESIGN
The patented IMPACT-GUARD™ increases front carriage 

strength by over ten times competing designs. Includes 
5-Year structural warranty.

SMART-HOOK® SERIES 
VEHICLE RESTRAINT

DOCK COMMUNICATION  
Safety equipment includes flashing red or 
green inside and outside LED lights, operator 
instructions and outside mounted sign with 
forward and reverse lettering for truck driver.

AUTOMATICALLY ADJUSTS TO 
TRAILER HEIGHT FOR SAFE, 
EFFICIENT LOADING AND UNLOADING 

The SMART-HOOK™ Series vehicle restraint rotating  

hook vehicle restraint is designed to prevent  

 unscheduled trailer departure, trailer creep and tip-overs.

The AR Series is a premium automatic unit  designed to 

secure a trailer at the loading dock by engaging the rear 

impact guard with a large rotating hook. The housing 

automatically adjusts to various truck heights and 

maintains position with the rear impact guard during 

loading operations. The housing is stored above

ground,  free of ice, snow and debris.

PIT-HOOK™ WHEEL RESTRAINTS
THE NON-IMPACT INVISIBLE 
ALTERNATIVE 
The PIT-HOOK™ vehicle restraint is 
recessed under the dock pit offering 
unobstructed access for hydraulic lift 
gates and smaller delivery vehicles.
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SHUR-LOK™
WHEEL RESTRAINT  
The SHUR-LOK™ is a premium 
automatic surface mounted 
hydraulic powered vehicle 
restraint that seeks out 
and restrains the wheel 
of the trailer.

POSI-CHOCK™ WHEEL 
RESTRAINT  
The POSI-CHOCK™ is a 
premium automatic 
restraint designed to secure 
a trailer at the loading dock 
by engaging the wheel 
with a large steel chock.

AR-10K AUTOMATIC 
VEHICLE RESTRAINT 
• POWER-SAVE™ Unit Provides Full Operational Power 
to Restraint and Communication Lights for over 24 hrs. 
•Rotating Hook Auto-Reset's Once Power is Restored.

FALL-STOP™ SERIES  
The FALL-STOP™ Series 
of electric and manual 
barrier gates provide 
added safety by 
preventing fall off at the 
loading dock. The lowered 
gate prevents forklift 
trucks from passing 
through an opening 
where a dangerous drop 
may occur.

DOK-CHOCK™ WHEEL 
RESTRAINT  
The DOK-CHOCK™ vehicle 
restraints superior design helps 
prevent movement and provides 
synchronized interlock capable 
communication to both truck 
driver and dock personnel. 

SUPERIOR DRIVE SYSTEM  
The patented Direct Drive System 
and Advanced Hook waterproof 
sensor replace moving parts that 
fail in competing products. Eliminating 
these parts substantially reduces 
maintenance and downtime resulting 
in a lower cost of ownership.  AR  models
include IP66 rated motor.

CONTROLS 
The POWER-SAFE™ battery 
reserve system supplies 
extended power to the restraint 
and communication lights for over 
24 hours in the event of a power 
disruption.


